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Don Juan 

B
yron worked on Don Juan from 1818 until his death, publishing it piecemeal from 1819 to 1824. 
His immediate poetic inspiration for his satirical reworking of the Don Juan legend was The 

Monks and tht Giants ( 1817) ,  by his friend John Hookham Frere. In chis, he said, he discovered the 
power of che ottava rim a rhyme scheme (abababcc) chat drives his own poem. His models for Don 
J11an's rambling episodic format were rhe serio-comic romances of rhe fifr«nrh- and sixteenth-century 
Iralian writers Pulci, Ariosto. and Berni. Byron, however, did more with these influences than anyone 
could have hoped or dreamed. The flexible structure allowed him 10 range widely, moving with ease 
from high-flown philosophical reflections to the most trivial minutiae, and back again- sometimes 
within the same stanza. In the guise of a garrulous raconteur, Byron was able 10 comment seriously 
on English and European politics, rhe hypocrisy of sexual mores, the falseness of con venrional morals, 
and the ofren painful complexities of human emotions. 

At the same time, Don Juan remains a comic goldmine. All forms of wit satire. wordplay, 
parody, just plain silliness-confront the reader, and no cultural shibboleth escapes Byron's mockery. 
For chis reason, the poem was met with outrage and horror upon its publication. Indeed, Byron's own 
mistress, Teresa Guiccioli, found it immoral, but although he stopped writing it at her request in 
1821, he resumed again in 1822. Friends and critics alike lamented what they saw as Byron's lack of 
race, his lack of caste, and his lack of decency. He was anacked for making his personal life public (the 
portrait of Juan's mother, Donna Inez, in the first canto was agreed co be a satirical picture of Lady 
Byron), and for writing a poem "not ... didactic of any thing but mischief." Byron himself famously 
insisted that he had written the poem only "co giggle and make giggle," and continued writing. 

Byron's protagonist is a many-layered creation. The story of the great seducer was first told by 
Tirso de Molina (Gabriel Tellez) in El Burlador de Sevilla y convidado di piedra ("The Trickster of 
Seville and the Stone Guest," 1616?); it subsequently inspired such masterpieces as Moliere's Don 
Juan ou Le Fmin de pierre (1665), Thomas Shadwell's The Libertine (1676), and Mozart's Don 
Giopanni (1787). Apparently Byron first encountered the story in a pantomime (see Canto 1.7, 
below). Bue Byron's Don Juan (pronounced, in che English manner, Joo-an, with the stress on the 
first syllable), like his poem, is more than the sum of his sources. He is, first and foremost, a parody 
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